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Abstract

The stability of the Fermi gas state in the nuclear

matter which satisfies the saturation property is considered

relativistically. It is shown that the Fermi gas state is

stable at very low density and at high density, but it is

unstable for density fluctuation in the intermediate density

region including the normal density.



§1. Introduction

Nuclei generally have the saturation property and have an

almost constant baryon density irrespective of their mass

numbers. So nuclei have been investigated as many body problems

of nucleons at this density. It is, however, interested in a

study of properties of nuclei with various baryon densities

with start of high energy heavy ion experiments. Migdal^ and

Sawyer-Scalapino pointed out the possibilities of pion

condensate states for N=Z nuclear matter or neutron star matter.

On the other hand for neutron stars Anderson-Palmer and others"

discussed the possibilities of crystalization of nucleons in

contrast with the Fermi gas motion ol nucleons.

We discuss the stability of the Fermi gas state for

nuclear matter consisting of equal number of protons and

neutrons interacting with mesons without any phenomenological

nuclear forces. In such a case we must pay attention to the

fact that we cannot explain the saturation property of nuclear

matter according to ususl non-relativ.istic nuclear forces

introduced by meson exchanges. An unsaturated nuclear matter

collapses with densities, thus we must discuss the stability

for density fluctuations excluding such collapses.

Walecka. and Chin showed that the relativistic treatment

explained the saturation property of nuclear matter with

nucleons interacting with neutral scalar mesons and neutral

vector mesons. Our discussion followes their models. At first

the Walecka-Chin model are briefly explained and it is shown

that the nuclear matter satisfies the saturation property in §2.

In §} it is shown that the Fermi gas state of this nuclear
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matter is unstable for density fluctuation in some density

regions. This has been already shown by our ncn-relativistic

discussion . But in high density regions non-relativistic

estimation does not give good approximation. Some discussion

about stability of the Fermi gas state is given in §/)..

Our metric and gamma matrix conventions follow the textbook

of Bjorken-Drell.
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§2. Saturation of nuclear matter

We briefly review the Walecka-Chin model. The nuclear

matter i s assumed to consist of equal number of protons and

neutrons interacting with neutral scalar mesons and neutral

vector mesons. The Lagrangian density is given by

where

fy = d/Vo ~ 3>V/ . (2.2)

The fiels of a nucleon with mass M i s represented by ^ , the

field of a neutral scalar meson with mass jIA is <J> and the

field of a neutral vector meson with mass fly is V^j respec-

tively. The coupling constant between nucleons and neutral

scalar mesons i s $s and that between nucleons and neutral

vector mesons i s % .

The Green's function for a free scalar meson i s

and that for a vector meson i s

where

\f—/xr\y +i6 . (2.5)

Considering the current conservation we obtain
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For a nucleon consisting in the Fermi gas state the Green's

function is given by

The second term is due to many body effects, and

, f l for HTl^tr

1 o for nri>?F

with the Fermi momentum ft.

The energy-momentum st ress tensor i s defined as

Tjttf % XTjttf -~

and the Hamiltonian density is given by

Ji - Toe . C2.10)

Then the energy density for the system i s given by

(2.13)

= < IT00
BJ> + < iTf. I> t < |T» l> f

(2.11)
where

IT/J> f / ^ l C ^ J k,e£fc€ (2.12)

and

Second-order direct contributions to the Green's functions

(Fig. 1) are
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and

The second-order self-energies are

and

and

and the polarizations are given by

TTs(k) = i (2frj4%\V) \ i% ( 4 = •

After subtraction of divergent terms we obtain

and

2
QUO
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(2.16)

(2.1?)

(2.21)

(2.21f)



where

with baryon density

TnJ (2.25)

(2.26)

for N=Z nuclear matter.

Requiring the self-consistency condition

z(N) = z (2.27)

for higher-order calculations, the vector self-energy satisfies

the self-consistency condition automatically, while the scalar

self-energy requires the relation

v — & 4

If we define an effective mass M for a nucleon as

the energy density of the system is given by
3*

(2.28)

(2.29)

\3/2.

(2.30)



To determine the variation parameter M* in order to make the

energy gv minimum is equivalent to search for M* satisfying

the condition (2.28). This calculation corresponds to the

relativistic Hartree approximation.

Next we consider second-order exchange contributions

(Fig.2)

<k) G"tt> Z(k)GWCk) (2.3D

= - G(B(k)Tj> Z/cWG l%) , (2.32)

and

The self-energies are given by

T (10 = i §s I u GfWfkti) A w f i ) (2.35)

and

The polarizations are given by

and

fcrirv
(2.38)

Subtracting divergent terms we obtain the second-order

exchange energy density as
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(2.39)
where

Thus the binding energy per nucleon is given by

E/N = 6>AiB + £E/MB - h (2.ia)

with the variation parameter M*.

The effective nucleon mass M* which makes the binding

energy (2.1*1) minimum is shown in Fig.3, and the binding energy

calculated with M is shown in Fig. if. The coupling constants

$s =7.if3 and ^=8.65 are determined to make the binding energy

per nucleon E/N =-15.8MeV at the normal density % =275MeV/°,

where the nucleon mass M=9^OMeV, the scalar meson mass

Ji =5OOMeV and the vector meson mass 1TV=783MeV respectively.

At low density as M* is nearly equal to n, the attractive

interactions due to scalar meson exchange make the bound

states for nuclear matter, while at high density as M* becomes
very small, the kinetic energy of nucleons becomes large and

the sum of this kinetic energy and the repulsive interactions

due to vector meson exchange is superior to the attractive

interactions.

The binding energy approximated non-relativistically

( %« M* ) with the same coupling constants is given by6)
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f *

This is shovm in Fig.if. This shows that the non-relativistic

calculations do not satisfy the saturation property'' and are

not reliable in the region above the normal density

ft =275MeV/c.
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§3. Instability of the Fermi gas state

We calculate dimesic functions with the second-order

polarizations (2.37) and (2.38), and discuss collective motions

due to density wave.

For the scalar mesons we obtain from the Dyson's equation

(Fig. 5) as follows;

A ^ = A W ( 10 + A("(k) TTSE (10 A(k). (3.D

This is rewritten as

[ 1 - &%) TTSE (k) ] A(W - Aw(k) , (3.2)

and the pole of AAO determining the excitation spectra of

collective modes is given by

£s(IO = 1- Af"(k) TTSE(k) - 0 . «.3>

This is called the dimesic function for the scalar mesons.

For vector mesons the dimesic tensor is similarly given by

and the condition determining the collective modes is given by

€v(k) = ddi€j,v(k)2 = 0 . (3.5)

In our case including the scalar-vector mixing i t is convenient

to condider
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and

TTSEOO

where

(3»8)
The dimesic function is given by

€00 -= c/et [ ^flb - ^ f f lO X\(k) ] , (3.9)

and the condition determining the collective modes is given by

£00 = 0 . <5.io)

If we choose |̂ "=( |<° , O, 0, k. ) for simplicity of

calculations, considering the current conservation we can

decouple the dimesic function as

6 ( 1 0 - 6T(W2 (31D

The transverse dimesic function is

and the longitudinal one i s

|
(3.13)

where

U VE , (3.14)

and
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Next we discuss the condition to make the Fermi gas state

unstable. For this purpose it is sufficient to discuss

solutions of eq.(3.10) with the energy of the collective modes

60Ck) =0.

We can easily show that there are no solutions to satisfy

the following transverse equation for any momentum k ;

0 (3.16)

For the polarizations included in the longitudinal dimesic

function, integrations can be carried out analytically with

CO(k) =0. The polarizations are given by

-m (k) = - # {-

and

where

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)
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and

(3.22)

With these polarizations the solutions of the equation

£L(k)-0 (3.23)

are studied. They are shown in Fig.6. This shows that the

collective modes of the density wave are unstable in the

density region of 50MeV/c <z% <> 33OMeV/c with the effective

mass M* given in Fig.4. In other words the Fermi gas state

cannot be stable in this region. Since this instability is

caused by attractive force of scalar meson exchanges, it is

often called scalar meson condensation.

If we approximate the equation (3.23) non-relativistically

( % , k « M * ), we obtain the condition

This condition is just the one that we have obtained when we

studied the instability of the Fermi gas state by the RPA

non-relati visti c ally.
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4. Discussion

We show in the previous section that the Fermi gas state

becomes unstable to the density fluctuation in the nuclear

matter satisfying the saturation property. Especially, we

must mention that the Fermi gas state is unstable even at the

normal density % =275MeV/c, where the nuclear matter has the

minimum binding energy and is stable to collapse.

It is clear with the non-relativistic condition (3m2k)

that the instability is caused by attraction through scalar

mesons and is obstructed by repulsion through vector mesons.

Chin discuE

density if

Chin discussed that the Fermi gas state is stable at low

But in this case it is also clear that the nuclear matter has

no bound state (see eq. (2./f2)). If we take

in order to bind the nuclear matter, the condition of instability

(3.2^) is clearly satisfied with small momentum le and ws must

consider that the Fermi gas state is unstable at low density.

A characteristic feature of the instability is that at

high density the Fermi gas state becomes stable again as

discussed by Chin -i This is mainly caused by the effect that

the effective mass M* becomes very small at high density.

Though we exclude contributions of pions in this discussion,

if we take pions into consideration we must treat spin-isospin

density wave instead of density wave. Then it will be shown
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that the Fermi gas state is unstable at high density. We shall

discuss the effects in future papers.

The author thanks Professor T. Kohmura (Univ. of Tsukuba)

for his various discussion. The numerical calculation was

narried by the INS computer "FACOM M-180 I AD".
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Second-order direct contributions to the Green's
functions

Fig. 2 Second-order exchange contributions to the Green's •
functions

Fig. 3 Ratio of the effective nucleon mass M* to the nucleon

mass M=9VMeV in N=Z nuclear matter

Fig. if Binding energy per nucleon in the Fermi gas state.
A solid curve represents one obtained by the
relativistic calculation, and a dashed curve
represents one obtained by the non-relativistic
approximation.

Fig. 5 Dyson's equation for a scalar meson Green's function

?ig. 6 The instability condition of the Fermi gas state

in N=Z nuclear matter. In the region surrounded by

the solid line and the straight line with k/% =0

the Fermi gas state is unstable. The dashed curve

TS one calculated non-relativtstically.
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